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Treatment
This presenter led docudrama explores stereotypical representations of mental health in
slasher horror films such as ‘Halloween’ (Carpenter, 1978). It features interviews with a nurse
with experience in the US, and the UK NHS; dramatizations of how some mental health
sufferers believe they are perceived and how this makes them feel. The documentary draws
on relevant statistics and research.
It’s an eerie evening walking through a silent wooded area, we continue walking through an
average looking neighbourhood. We walk towards a retail park and spot a cinema across an
abandoned car park, the night continues and so do we. We reach the cinema building and we
look up to focus on the logo, and we scan the posters. One catches our eye. We approach and
look deeper at the detail: a red poster reads ‘Horrifying Stigmas’, there is a large knife slicing
through the title the words drip down.
Time lapse passes from night to day it reveals the presenter: a formally dressed man, he
introduces Horrifying Stigmas. As he speaks we see still images of cinema ticket machines,
show times, and a popcorn machine.
The presenter sits at a table interviewing a woman, a nurse, in a dining room. As the interview
continues we can see shots of personal belongings; books and family photos. Vibrant flowers
in the garden sway and are soon replaced with withered flowers as the nurse and presenter
continue the interview. A small personal possession, a shoe, fades into a busy area were
people are walking by. A montage of photos of posters and still images from the film
‘Halloween’ (Carpenter, 1978) and the presenters interview with the nurse comes to a close.
The presenter walks through an empty neighbourhood park, it is dusk, the wind causing the
swings to sway and the presenter looks around suspiciously.
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A shower is running, we see a man, John Doe, putting his top on and preparing breakfast as
part of his morning routine. He collects his keys, and observes his reflection in a mirror smiling
to himself. Leaving his home, he proceeds to walk around a neighbourhood, however, on his
journey he is confronted by the harsh stares of a stranger. The perspective changes to the
stranger’s point of view who visions John Doe as Michael Myers from Halloween (Carpenter,
1978). John Doe looks on frustrated.
Still images and statistical information visually reflect the presenter’s explanation of the
dramatisation being an amalgamation of thoughts and feelings of mental health sufferers,
taken from public online forums. John Doe is now sat on a bench in the neighbourhood park.
The sun is setting and the park is deserted. He clenches his hands tightly and rubs them
together, starring into the abyss of growing darkness.
The presenter is sat opposite the nurse in the dining room, they continue their interview and
a visual storytelling of John Does feelings can be seen. A photograph of John Doe smiling
hangs on the wall, it falls and smashes. The interview between the presenter and nurse comes
to a close.
The presenter drives home as the sun sets. We can see a house in the distance. We stand
outside a dark and unnerving house. Making our way to the front door which looks larger
than it should, we creak the door open slowly. The house is in complete darkness with only
slight outlines of furniture viewable by the flood light, and branches scratch against the
window. A flash of light reveals a man wearing a Michael Myers mask stood in the corner of
the room. He slowly pulls the mask off revealing himself to be the presenter and places the
mask on a small table. The Presenter sits down in a nearby chair, and reaches for a remote
control, he flicks through Sky Movies. Then the documentary ends with a zooming close-up
of the mask.
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Storyboard
The photos used in the storyboard are available in high quality in the appendix; all photos
that were taken but not used are also viewable. When creating the storyboard, in the
planning stages, I found royalty free music from Purple Planet, that guided my judgments
and creative layouts. The music is also included in the appendix; the music has not been
edited or shortened to fit particular scenes in the documentary drama as this would be
done in the editing stages of the production, instead the full songs are available and have
been noted in the script as to what songs play during which scenes. Song names have not
been altered to prevent copyright issues.
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HORRIFYING STIGMAS – A SHORT DOCUMENTARY DRAMA FILM
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1. Ext. Empty Neighbourhood. Night.
We walk through a dark wooded area towards an empty
neighbourhood.
MUSIC: Creepy piano creates an eerie atmosphere – royalty free
song named Corridor.
We near a shopping park and head towards it.
2. Ext. Empty Shopping Park. Night.
We walk through the empty car park towards a cinema. We look
up to focus on the cinema sign and then continue to walk
towards it. Near the cinema entrance we spot three movie
posters, one catches our eye and we get a closer look.
MUSIC: Creepy piano creates an eerie atmosphere – royalty free
song named Corridor.
With closer inspection the poster is for the documentary
drama, Horrifying Stigmas - A Short Documentary Film.
Time lapse from night to day.
3. Ext. Cinema. Day.
PRSENTER standing in front of cinema.
PRESENTER
Many people suffer with mental illness
and nowadays it’s much easier for
people to get the support they need to
live a healthy and happy life. But, in
the modern world not everything is
working to their advantage. For many
years mental illness has been subject
to misinformation and stigma generated
by society. We are going to explore a
phenomenon that is part of the problem,
one that spreads stereotypes like wild
fire.
4. INT. INSIDE CINEMA. DAY.
Cut to ticket machine.
PRESENTER V/O
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Films, the wonderful experience of
temporarily escaping your real life and
shifting into another world.
Cut to popcorn machine.
PRESENTER V/O CONT’D
However, the experience can soon become
reality, as we incorporate stereotypes
from film to our everyday lives. Our
subconscious picks up on inferable
messages, then applies them to our own
situations and people. This can be
detrimental for minorities who may be
misrepresented in them.
Cut to movie show times.
PRESENTER V/O CONT’D
So, how much do films like the famous
horror slasher, Halloween, affect
people with mental health and what
implications does this have on society
as a result?
(PAUSE)
Let’s go find out.
5. INT. NURSES HOUSE. DINNING ROOM. DAY.
NURSE and Presenter sit at table opposite each other. We
cannot see Nurse’s face.
PRESENTER
What is your professional opinion on
the representation of mental health in
the media?
NURSE O.S
I think there is some very responsible
representation. I think that shows like
Coronation Street, have done a good job
in displaying people that have some
profound mental illness. They try to be
responsible by disclaiming prior and
post episode, that this viewing may be
upsetting to some viewers and they
offer support, related to topics that
have been covered. So I think that
we’ve gotten much better at it than we
used to be. I think that there used to
be obviously a stigmatisation,
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particularly in the 90s that, with
retard and those kind of things. I
think that to the most part the media
have done a good job bringing to light
and making it easier... to talk about
mental illness.
Cut to montage – old books and photos.
PRESENTER O.S
What are the most common misconceptions
of mental health?
6. EXT. NURSES HOUSE. GARDEN. DAY.
Vibrant flowers sway in the wind.
NURSE V/O
That it’s a sign of weakness... I think
that the sad thing about mental health
is that somebody can appear to look
normal... they’re actually miserable
and it’s through no fault of their own
its just unfortunate... it’s an unseen
illness and its difficult for a lot of
people to have sympathy with something
that can’t be seen.
Withered flowers sway in the wind.
7. INT. NURSES HOUSE. DINNING ROOM. DAY.
Personal item - shoe.
PRESENTER O.S
It’s often said or viewed that mental
health is used as a form of
entertainment within the horror film
genre, so how do you feel about that?
8. EXT. SHOPPING AREA. DAY.
People walking through a busy shopping area.
Time lapse of people walking through busy shopping area.
NURSE V/O
I think most people if they’re going to
see a horror film, are going for a
thrill, they’re not looking for some
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deep connection or some sort of
experience where they are going to walk
away feeling changed.
9. INSERT. IMAGES.
Still image of Halloween (Carpenter, 1978) poster.
NURSE V/O CONT’D
Take for example One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest, there’s a movie that has
profoundly affected me and made me look
at mental illness and the treatment of
mental illness. At the time it was
depicted, so barbaric and wrong;
lobotomies on patients for being
bipolar.
Still image of scene taken from the film Halloween (Carpenter,
1978).
10.INT. NURSES HOUSE. DINNING ROOM. DAY.
Back to Presenter and Nurse.
PRESENTER
So you think that it shouldn’t be used
as a form of entertainment? You think
that it’s wrong?
NURSE O.S
I think to be fair most people that go
to see a scary movie are not going to
be interested in how mental illness is
depicted I think that’s just
entertainment and it is what it is.
11. EXT. PARK. NIGHT.
MUSIC: Creepy, mysterious music – royalty free
song named Darkness.
The sun is setting and we watch the Presenter walking through
an abandoned park. The wind causes the swings to sway and
creak making the Presenter look around suspiciously. We walk
away.
12. INT. JOHN DOE’S HOUSE. BATHROOM. DAY.
Water swirls down a plug.
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13. INT. JOHN DOE’S HOUSE. BEDROOM. DAY.
JOHN DOE puts on a t-shirt.
14. INT. JOHN DOE’S HOUSE. KITCHEN. DAY.
John Doe spreads butter on toast.
15. INT. JOHN DOE’S HOUSE. HALLWAY. DAY.
John Doe picks up keys and walks down hallway. He approaches
the mirror and gazes at himself nodding his head he smiles. He
continues to the door and leaves.
16. EXT. STREET. DAY.
John Doe walks down a street, his head is down.
STRANGER walks down street, he stares at John Doe. A car
passes John Doe revealing him to be MICHAEL MYERS.
SFX: Scary piano scraping sound.
John Doe frowns and walks away.
17. INSERT. STATISTICS.
Statistical information for mentalhealth.org.
PRESENTER V/O
Quantitative research statistics show
that men are less likely to suffer with
mental health issues, however when
researching further, men also have a
higher suicide rate than women. Perhaps
suggesting that by only focusing on
statistics and putting people into
categories based on gender, actually
not only dehumanises them but also
diminishes their individual issues.
Some mental health organisations like
‘Men’s Health Forum’ have challenged
quantitative research studies by
suggesting men are more likely to be
embarrassed about needing help. Stigmas
surrounding men and mental illness
usually indicate that men shouldn’t
cry, men should be tough and, men
shouldn’t show any emotion. Perhaps
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causing men to be reluctant to seek
help.
Cut to collage of article headlines and mental health
foundations.
PRESENTER V/O (CONT’D)
Many articles discuss mental health
stereotypes and try to outline where
they originated, or how they are being
strengthened by the media or society.
While some do argue that the media is
helping to raise awareness, it is often
branded badly for strengthening mental
health stigmas. Although many people
suffer from depression, anxiety and
other common mental health issues. The
media focus on rare and extreme cases
that emphasise violence rather than the
fear and confusion from the those who
have a mental illness, which could be
amplifying stigmas more dramatically.
Cut to Mental Health Forum Page.
PRESENTER V/O (CONT’D)
Thankfully there is online help from
websites like the Mental Health Forum
that provide a safe online space for
people with mental illness, or who know
someone with mental health issues to
discuss what they are going through
and, give advice to others who may be
in similar situations. These forums are
public, but require people to register
if wanting to participate in
conversations, however, anyone is free
to read through conversations.
18. EXT. PARK. DAY.
John Doe sits on park bench, his head hangs low and his hands
clenched together.
19. INT. NURSES HOUSE. DINNING ROOM. DAY.
Nurse and Presenter sit at table opposite each other. We
cannot see Nurse’s face.
PRESENTER
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Do you feel that mental health issues
are stereotyped and if so how?
NURSE O.S
I think that the public have gotten
better due to more media exposure to be
fair... I think the likes of autism
recently has gotten a lot of exposure
which has helped, but I think...
anorexia, bulimia, self-harming can
still be viewed as somebody whose
putting it on for a bit of attention,
which is unfortunate.
20. EXT.JOHN DOE’S HOUSE. OUTSIDE BEDROOM WINDOW. DAY.
MUSIC: Fragile piano implements emotional drama – royalty free
song named Shadowlands.
Looking through the curtains John Doe sits on his bed in his
bedroom.
21. INT. JOHN DOE’S HOUSE. STAIRCASE. DAY.
MUSIC: Fragile piano implements emotional drama – royalty free
song named Shadowlands.
We walk towards the staircase and look up.
22. INT. JOHN DOE’S HOUSE. BEDROOM. DAY.
MUSIC: Fragile piano implements emotional drama – royalty free
song named Shadowlands.
John Doe sits on bed alone, frowning at the floor.
23. INT. INSIDE JOHN DOE’S HEAD. WHITE ROOM. DAY.
MUSIC: Fragile piano implements emotional drama – royalty free
song named Shadowlands.
John Doe faces the ground, and rubs his temples as he
hallucinates two doppelgängers shouting profanities into his
face.
24. INT. NURSES HOUSE. DINNING ROOM. DAY.
Nurse and Presenter sit at table opposite each other. We
cannot see Nurse’s face.
PRESENTER
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Horror films often portray characters
with mental health issues as
unpredictable, blood thirsty or
violent. How does this relate to your
experience to people with mental health
issues?
25. INT. JOHN DOE’S HOUSE. BEDROOM. DAY.
John Doe frowns.
26. INT. INSIDE JOHN DOE’S HEAD. WHITE ROOM. DAY.
John Doe shakes his head.
NURSE V/O
Well the reality is that some
profoundly mentally ill people are
violent and are unpredictable and
that’s just a fact as far as the blood
thirsty I mean that’s sensationalism,
that’s entertainment.
John Doe holds his head as he shakes it.
NURSE V/O CONT’D
I suppose there are some mentally ill
people such as Jeffery Dahmer that
actually practised cannibalism.
27. INT. JOHN DOE’S HOUSE. HALLWAY. DAY.
A photo of John Doe smiling hangs on the wall.
NURSE V/O CONT’D
However, I think that to be fair the
blood thirstiness is... just purely for
entertainment purposes it’s not meant
to be portraying actual mental illness
in a realistic light.
The photo falls to the ground and smashes across
John Doe’s face.
28. INT. NURSES HOUSE. DINNING ROOM. DAY.
Nurse and Presenter sit at table opposite each other. We
cannot see Nurse’s face.
PRESENTER
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So it’s not realistic then?
NURSE O.S
Well it is, I mean working in A&E for
(more)
NURSE O.S CONT’D
the many years that I did, yes you do
get many people who are mentally ill
who do get violent and a lot of
autistic patients will become
violent... Be in a room alone with a
person who is schizophrenic that is
having a break and it is frightening.
We’ve had to have security guards hold
them down so that we could subdue them
to help from hurting us and more
importantly hurting themselves...
schizophrenic patients with paranoia in
particular... I mean look at your
forensic murderers, Ted Bundies, they
kill people, multiple people, again
Jeffery Dahmer, there’s a certain
element of authenticity there.
29. INT. CAR. DAY.
The sun is setting; the Presenter is driving home.
30. EXT. WOODS. NIGHT.
We stand in a wooded area viewing a house in the distance, we
continue forward towards the house.
31. EXT. DARK HOUSE. NIGHT.
We stand outside the dark house; a figure catches the corner
of our eye.
MUSIC: Piano creates a spine-chilling atmosphere – royalty
free song named Creepy Hollow.
As we get closer, the figure disappears and we continue to an
intimidating large front door.
32. INT. LIVING ROOM. NIGHT.
We look around the room, glancing at branches scratching
against the window, a flood light subtly shines into the room.
SFX: loud, high pitched thunder.
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MUSIC: Piano creates a spine-chilling atmosphere – royalty
free song named Creepy Hollow.
A red light fills the room and a man wearing a Michael Myers
mask is revealed in the corner. The lights come on. The man
slowly takes the mask off revealing his true identity to be
the Presenter.
PRESENTER
The stereotypes and stigmas attached to
mental illness can be suffocating to
those with mental health problems.
Presenter sits down and points towards the mask.
PRESENTER (CONT’D)
It’s natural to have your guard up with
something you find strange and
confusing. But, you never know who is
under the mask until you give them the
chance to take it off.
Cut to remote on sofa arm.
Cut back to presenter on sofa, he holds the remote control,
flicking through Sky movies.
PRESENTER (CONT’D)
Now, with modern technologies it is
harder for mental health sufferers to
find a place of comfort even in their
own homes.
Cut to TV screen channels flick by until it settles on the
horror channels.
PRESENTER (CONT’D)
Stereotypes invade safe places through
media such as films, and they are
available to anyone and everyone. It is
important to understand that some media
contains sensationalised versions of
mental health. Mental health
stereotypes produce stigma. But that
doesn’t have to be the final word.
Films like this raise awareness that
people living with mental health issues
are all around us and raising awareness
will not only benefit mental health
suffers but also public perception.
When we watch a horror film there’s no
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harm in wanting to run and hide from
what we consider scary. But we should
leave that in the cinema. In the real
world we shouldn’t perceive mental
health the way Hollywood does.
Cut to empty living room, the remote on the sofa arm and the
mask placed on a small table next to the sofa.
MUSIC: Creepy piano creates an eerie atmosphere – royalty free
song named Corridor.
The light goes red.
END.
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Production Report
Project outline and context
This ME6723 project consists of a treatment, storyboard and script for a short documentary
drama on how and why mental health is stereotyped in media and films such as the horror
slasher ‘Halloween’ (Carpenter, 1978). The project discusses how some representations
challenge or reinforce stereotypical ideas about mental health. The idea was surfaced during
the ME5716 research project and was progressed over the summer break. The project was
brought together after choosing one case study film to focus on and through research into
mental health. The target audience is anyone over the age of 18 as the topics covered are
sensitive. The age rating of 15 would have been preferred as the age rating for ‘Halloween’
(Carpenter, 1978) is arguably dated, however, that was not ethically achievable as the rating
is officially 18+. So by lowering the age rate and target audience on the docudrama would not
have been realistic.
Although there have been many projects linking mental health stereotypes and media such
as BBC Threes ‘Inside My Mind, Mental Me’ (BBC3, 2013). There are similar projects that have
been done but, to my knowledge, there is not a documentary artefact like Horrifying Stigmas,
that focuses solely on what could be argued the first horror slasher film of all time,
‘Halloween’ (Carpenter, 1978). Mental health awareness is growing through online sources,
organisations and charities; like Rethink Mental Health (Rethink Mental Health (2016), Mind
(Mind, 2015) and Mental Health Foundation (Mental Health Foundation, 2017) and events
such as Mental Health Awareness Week and wearing an item of purple on Mental Health
Awareness Day. It provoked the media production dissertation project, which also raises
mental health awareness and whether film representations are damaging to those who suffer
with mental health disorders. The choice of format; a short docu-drama, derived through the
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research stages where online mental health forums where used as an ethical way to gather
information for how mental health sufferers felt. Researching public online mental health
forums (Mental Health Forum, 2015) was the most efficient way to cover that rather than via
interviews which would have had many ethical issues. The reason for the docu-drama format
was to creatively show how an amalgamation of how mental health sufferers from the online
mental health forums felt and had been through.
The length of the docu-drama is 10 minutes, the reason for this short time frame came about
again during the research stages. The evaluation of social media content revealed that some
of the most popular content is less that 15 minutes. By sticking to a short length time; 10
minutes, it is easy to get the point across to the audience and focus on important issues
without repeating information or filling time gaps with irrelevant content.
Socially the project reflects and focuses on how mental health ideologies are strengthened or
contrasted in media and film, specifically horror slashers like ‘Halloween’ (Carpenter, 1978).
By focusing on real stories shared on online public mental health forums (Mental Health
Forum), interviewing a professional who has a qualified understanding of mental health and
researching articles and organisations that discuss mental health stigmas and information all
postulate a significant social impact.
The project focuses on the slasher horror genre and more specifically 70s horror ‘Halloween’
(Carpenter, 1978), although it also focuses on mental illness, the main focus is how and why
mental health is stereotyped in media and films, by debating how some representations
challenge or reinforce ideologies surrounding mental health. The project looks at the horror
genre, sub-genre slasher and then even more explicitly a case study of ‘Halloween’
(Carpenter, 1978). The project also focuses on documentary film techniques such as camera
angles, treatment, storyboard and scripts to further film theory.
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Project research and development
Various research methods were used in this project to get appropriate information for the
main artefact. The first stages included secondary research into film theory and mental health
information. Quantitative data was gathered from various sources such as mental health
websites and organisations, the data was to get a generalised over view of who is effected,
what mental health issues are more likely to occur to which people and how the data reflects
not only information on mental health but fundamentally social stigmas. Organisations such
as Men’s Health Forum (Men’s Health Forum, 2017) are trying to raise awareness about social
stigmas that surround men and mental health. By claiming that although data collected on
the subject show men are less likely to suffer from mental illness, men also have a higher
suicide rate than women; the organisation argue that men are less likely to seek help due to
feeling ashamed.
Weekly tutorials were organised to show how work was progressing, feedback was given and
this was used to progress the project for example, when working on the storyboard, too many
photos were taken causing the storyboard to be much bigger than it needed to be. The idea
of simplifying the storyboard and reducing images to only those that were crucial significantly
improved the development. It not only allowed more time for improving the quality of the
storyboard but also the development of the script.
The most useful sources used in the development of the project were online. They were
beneficial because they gave up to date information for the project. These included websites
that offered a range of advice on skills for writing treatments (Desktop Documentaries, n.d.)
and scripts (Das, n.d.) and designing storyboards (Burgess, 2016) on software that was
unfamiliar, such as Photoshop C56 (Tunnel Vizion TV, 2015). A range of online sources for
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editing photos and how to organise time management for photo shoots using call sheets were
also helpful (Dutile, 2011). My volunteer work shadowing at Veracity Digital; a creative
industries company that works on film based communications (Veracity Digital, 2017), also
helped with storyboarding and how to think about potential shots that could be used during
the film. This source of experience helped to me to evaluate realistic costs, equipment and
how to work effectively for this particular project. This work experience also significantly
helped to shape my judgements for storyboarding.
Throughout this project one of the most efficient research methods practiced was
interviewing, which not only helped shape the projects progression but also gave professional
insight on the documentary topic directly. The interview was conducted for primary,
qualitative research to help towards the structure of the final product, not only did it shift the
direction the documentary was originally taking but it also opened up new concepts on the
topic that had not been thought of originally. Interview techniques were not only researched
((Desktop Documentaries, n.d.) & (Couric, 2009)) but also practiced when working with
Veracity Digital, an understanding of creating a comfortable atmosphere for participants in
the interview was also learnt. Two interviews were conducted for this project, however, it
was decided that only one would be used; the second interview with the nurse was overall a
replication of the first, this was due to the fault in the second interviews questions being
heavily similar to the first. Although it felt like a waste of time, it imparted the importance of
asking questions that are on topic but generate different answers and how important it is for
the final product.
Evaluation
Many skills have been gained and improved during this project, for instance, I have improved
my photography skills. I had only basic knowledge from studying it during sixth form, where I
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learnt the basics on how to set up a camera, the rule of thirds and how to edit raw images to
make them reflect how you perceive the world for others to see. When editing photos for my
storyboard I used Photoshop CS6, although I had some knowledge of how to use Photoshop
programs, I decided it would be best to watch tutorial videos and research how to create
storyboards using the software (Burgess, 2016).
I had no experience in treatment or script writing and so, through hours of research over a
month period and researching multiple sources both online ((Das, n.d.) & Desktop
Documentaries, 2009) & (Desktop Documentaries, n.d.)) and from the library (McKee, 1999),
I learnt not only how to write a treatment and script but also more specifically a treatment
and script for a documentary.
I feel that the skills I have gained from this project have overall benefitted my understanding
of how to work with people in a professional manner and how to help interviewees not be
nervous in front of the camera. I now have a much improved understanding of the importance
of time management, organising shoots and interviews, gathering all personal information
needed from participants and organising not only myself but others. Independent film
making companies (like Veracity Digital) value organised staff, team workers and staff who
can storyboard. I have noticed that companies working in the creative industries collaborate
to get projects done. This requires people who can adapt and learn new skills. This project
has required me to do this.
When working on this project I found technical difficulties slowed my work down more so
than my lack of knowledge at the beginning of the project. For instance, when beginning the
project, I had little understanding of how to write a script and treatment, and although I had
made storyboards before, I had little knowledge on how to design storyboards using
Photoshop CS6. These were resolved through vast amounts of research and learning from
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mistakes, which I feel I have attained and strengthened over the months working on this
project. Although, I feel that my time management was sufficient throughout this project, one
challenge that I regret happening is having technical issues. On a few occasions I lost some of
my work due to not saving or backing up, one occurrence, I was working on putting all my
scenes for the storyboard together when I came across a technological problem. The
storyboard file size was so great due to the amount of high quality images that the software,
Photoshop CS6, crashed and as I had not saved my work in progress, I lost the entire piece.
Thankfully I had backed up each individual scene, so it was only a matter of putting them
together again. Learning from this mistake I bought an external hard drive so I could save my
work in two places and saved each individual draft.
Although I faced many challenges throughout the project; technological, learning new skills
independently such as script and treatment writing, the end product for this project overall
was successful. The documentary drama is easy to understand and has some depth that will
interest the target audience to understand the topic discussed further. Although it is only a
short documentary I feel that it delivers an open argument that is insightful and gets its main
objective across; not to take Hollywood’s perceptions of mental health into the real world
with us when we leave the cinema, as they are often melodramatic versions of reality. The
use of one case study, ‘Halloween’ (Carpenter, 1978) helped keep the documentary film on
track, as it is a specific topic this allowed the main agenda to remain the focus throughout my
project. The use of professional opinion through interviewing and research from public online
mental health forums (Mental Health Forum, 2015) helped present the docu-drama in a
professional manner.
Although there are many documentaries on mental health, media and horror films, this
documentary focuses on more specific examples in ways that make it understandable to a
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range of people. The documentary works to help viewers understand that some stereotypes
of mental illness are portrayed negatively, but that a horror film’s main objective is to
entertain not inform and educate.
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Activity Log
Date
W106/10/2016

Time
2hrs
Total2

Activity Log
•

•
•

W211/10/2016
W212/10/2016
W213/10/2016
W214/10/2016
W317/10/2016

4hrs
Total6
2.5hrs
Total8.5
6hrs
Total14.5
2hrs
Total16.5
1hr
Total17.5

•

•
•
•

Met with My dissertation tutor, Jo to discuss what I am going to
do for my production dissertation; treatment, storyboard and
script for a 10-15 minute documentary film.
I decided to head over to the library and begin basic research,
as my main objective for this week is to come up with an idea of
my research question.
Watched clips from: Friday 13th, Halloween, and Nightmare on
Elm Street. To Decide whether these films would work well for
my topic.
Read through articles on mental health, began thinking about
how I want to approach the production dissertation, and how I
could structure a question that would work.
Screening of Friday 13th
Watch documentary on mental health and noted some
questions that were asked by the interviewer.
Began working on questions.

•
•
•
•

Tutorial
Researched slasher films and film theory
Screening of Chainsaw Massacre and Halloween
Researched storyboard templates online and also came across
video tutorials on how to storyboard particular scenes.

•

Worked on the production dissertation. Decided it would be
better to study Halloween rather than the Nightmare on Elm
Street as it reflects more elements of ‘mental health’
stereotypes portrayed through the antagonist.
Theory based research, read through academic’s texts to gain a
basic understanding to whether mental health is a key aspect of
film and found that it has elements that are mentioned but
usually the theory isn’t a realistic version of mental health but
one based off films representation. After a few hours research I
decided it is extremely important to interview medical
professionals and ask questions based around their expertise on
mental health and whether the horror genre has affected
societies opinions of mental health linking the questions to the
film theory that I have found.
Screening of Halloween (1978)
Made a log of the main characters in Halloween (1978)
Made note of mental health disorders and there definitions to
see whether the characters fit any of the categories (main focus
on Michael Myers)
Researched news articles and websites that discuss the effects
of stereotypical representation of mental health sufferers

W319/10/2016

3hrs
Total20.5

•

W321/10/2016

5hrs
Total25.5

•
•
•

W425/10/2016

2hrs
Total-

•
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27.5

•

2hr
Total29.5
3hrs
Total32.5

•
•

Dev Week04/11/2016

3hrs
Total35.5

•
•

W509/11/2016

4hrs
Total39.5

•

W510/11/2016

0.5hrs
Total40
1hr
Total41

•
•

Researched Michael Myers, found some interesting facts about
the character’s costume e.g. “...it’s been rumored for decades
that the mask the murderous Mike Myers wore in the
Halloween films was in fact based on William Shatner's face.
And not just Shatner's face, but a Captain Kirk death mask
created for Star Trek.” (http://www.startrek.com/article/wasmichael-myers-halloween-mask-william-shatners-face )
Wrote participation form for the research interview
Researched public mental health forums to see whether anyone
with a mental illness discussed their opinions of the
representation of mental health in film, more specifically horror
films.
Began noting possible questions that could be asked during the
research interview with mental health professional
Screening of Halloween (1978) made more notes on Michael
Myers
Tutorial
Worked on the participation form and the interview questions.

•
•

Edited Participated form
Quickly researched more public online forums

W616/11/2016

3hrs
Total44

•
•
•
•

W722/11/2016

4hrs
Total48

•

W724/11/2016

1hr
Total49
5hrs
Total54

•
•

Worked on interview questions
Began writing plan for the research essay
Noted some film theory and applied it to Halloween (1978)
Found some interesting articles on mental health and horror
films (http://www.time-to-change.org.uk/news/mental-healthstereotypes-movies-crueler-ever-new-report-claims)
Screening of Halloween (1978) made notes on language used by
other characters and the films portrayal of Michael Myers
making note of his ‘superhuman’ strength and ability to survive
situations that would see many dead. Looking over theory notes
discovered that Michaels Myers is an Uncanny Monster with
immortal abilities and the intent to harm others with no
explanation.
Tutorial
Researched mental health websites, organisations and news
articles on mental health

W427/10/2016
Dev Week01/11/2016

W615/11/2016

W829/11/2016

•

•

•
•

Researched academic texts discussing horror genre film topics,
and researched film theory e.g. Voyeurism, to see whether it
would lead to a discussion on mental health and the horror
genre
Tutorial to fill in the Ethics form
Began work on participation form for interview with mental
health professional

Research into camera angles and techniques, also listed themes
and theories that could be applied to Halloween (1978)
Screening of Halloween 2 to look into the changes made
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W830/11/2016

6hrs
Total60

•

W906/12/2016

3hrs
Total63

•

W909/12/2016

6hrs
Total69

•
•
•
•

W1013/12/2016

5hrs
Total74

•

W1014/12/2016

2hrs
Total76
1hr
Total77
5hrs
Total82

•

Re-watched Halloween (1978) and read reviews and critics
thoughts on Michael Myers.

•

Researched interview techniques again and watched video
tutorials on interview techniques on YouTube

•
•
•

Interview cancelled for today
Organised dissertation files and documents
Updated notes and made changes to rationale and literature
review (drafts 5)

1hr
Total83
2hrs
Total85
4hrs
Total89

•

Interview with nurse asked 5 questions over half an hour, happy
with answers
Noted ideas on how I can take photo’s for my storyboard

1hr
Total90
4hrs
Total94

Christmas
Break –
28/12/2016
Christmas
Break –
05/01/2017
W1110/01/2017
W1113/01/2017
W1217/01/2017

W1219/01/2017
W1325/01/2017

•
•

•

•

•

Watched hour long documentary: Scream and scream again: a
history of the slasher films
Researched storyboarding and practiced my Photoshop skills
Watched documentary: Horror Europa with Mark Gatiss
Re-watched Halloween (1978) and made notes on music and
camera angles
Also made notes on how other characters in the film act
towards Michael Myers.
Arranged interview for Thursday 5th January
Worked on interview techniques
Tutorial
Watched a documentary: A History of Horror, the American
Scream BB4
Researched scripts, read up on how to produce a strong script
for a documentary and what process I may need to take
Found film scripts online and made notes

•

Re-watched Halloween (1978) and added to my notes on the
screening

•
•
•

Arranged a second interview with nurse to get more
information
Wrote out 5 new questions
Wrote up transcript from first interview

•
•

Tutorial to discuss work in progress
Second interview with professional nurse

•
•
•

Typed up transcript
Updated ideas for production
Further research into storyboard layouts, camera angles and
how I can use storyboards when writing my script
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W1327/01/2017

2hrs
Total96

•

W1431/01/2017

8.5hrs
Total104.5

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

W1401/02/2017

6hrs
Total110.5

•
•
•
•

W1402/02/2017

4.5hrs
Total115

W1509/02/2017

1.5hrs
Total116.5

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

W1510/02/2017

8hrs
Total124.5
5.5hrs
Total130
7hrs
Total137
4hrs
Total141

•
•

5hrs
Total146

W1511/02/2017
W1613/02/2017
W1614/02/2017
W1616/02/2017

•

Tutorial – discussed treatment examples and Docu-drama being
used in my short documentary film
Researched Docu-drama and treatment examples
Concluded that the second interview with professional nurse
will not be used in documentary as it is reworded answers from
the first interview – problem with my second lot of questions
Printed all work off and filed documents
Further research into documentary camera work and filming
techniques, watched a couple of videos explaining how to set
up interviews and the art of the cut screen/time lapse
Researched basic documentary planning skills and made notes
Wrote up ideas for documentary and planned my beginning,
middle and end
Wrote up rough plan, basic camera angles, editing thoughts and
music explanations also included a basic time frame
Wrote up treatment
Proof read and made changes
Researched further details on treatments
Wrote up proposal for treatment: including character log,
detailed examples and reasons for
Tutorial
Sorted bibliography
Updated treatment
Wrote up participation forms for photography purposes
Researched call sheets
Wrote up call sheet template for photoshoots
Tutorial
Updated treatment
Watched tutorial video on how to create a storyboard on
Photoshop on YouTube
Photoshoot – set up photoshoot for dramatization scene
Edited some photos

•

Photoshoot – Presenter outside of cinema and images of
aspects of the cinema
Edited some photos

•
•

Worked on treatment
Photo shoot – took photo’s for end scene

•
•
•

Created storyboard in Photoshop CS6
Decided to go with 6 images per page
Edit photos

•

Photoshoot of time-lapse, photos of objects within a home,
photos of Character A to go in picture frame and of picture
frame/broken picture frame
Edited photos in Photoshop CS6

•
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Dev Week22/02/2017
W1728/02/2017
W1702/03/2017

3hr
Total149
1hr
Total150
4hrs
Total154

•
•

Photoshoot of presenter in empty park/ empty park
Edited photos

•
•

Arranges photos into files for each Scene.
Found royalty free music that helped with my planning of each
scene.

•
•
•

Tutorial
Updated storyboard
Arranged photographs as discovered they are a very high
quality that cannot be submitted as the minimum is 40MB
Experimented with image quality to decide what I can do to
make the documents a lower size but maintain the quality as
best as I can.
Edited photos and updated storyboard and printed off
Planned more shots for storyboard
Began Script

•

W1808/03/2017
W1809/03/2017

W1914/03/2017
W1916/03/2017

5hrs
Total159
6hrs
Total165
4hrs
Total169
4.5hrs
Total173.5

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

W1919/03/2017

3hrs
Total176.5

•

W2021/03/2017

3.5hrs
Total180
8hrs
Total188

•

W2023/03/2017

W2026/03/2017
W2128/03/2017

4hrs
Total192
3hrs
Total195

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Sorted out files and image quality
Re-edited some images for storyboard as I didn’t feel they
reflected my ideas enough
Updated storyboard and edited treatment
Researched how to write a documentary script online
Worked on the ending of the script as I felt the storyboard and
treatment endings were strong enough to continue work on.
Worked on final scenes for the storyboard and began to cut
down on images I felt would not be needed
Updated final scene of script and got feedback on the first
completed draft of the scripts ending scene
Put all storyboard scenes together and completed first full draft
of storyboard
Had issues with USB stick and lost completed storyboard,
however, had managed to save each individual scene
Put all scenes for the storyboard together and successfully
backed it up in multiple places and managed to compress the
final size to fix the size issue down to 23MB
Feedback on storyboard to work on the text
Found that some of the images would not load after they had
been compressed and worked on restoring the storyboard
Updated the text on the storyboard and edited some images
out that I felt were not needed.
Photoshoot of ‘interview’ between nurse and presenter
Created documentary film poster using Photoshop CS6
Began work on the rest of my script using the storyboard for
guidance, managed to complete the end scene, beginning and
all dramatized scenes
Worked on the script and put it together for feedback
tomorrow, updated the treatment to fit the storyboard and the
storyboard text
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W2130/03/2017

2hrs
Total197

•
•
•

Began work on production report
Went through research, for production report
Went through bibliography

W2204/04/2017

2hrs
Total199
4hrs
Total203

•
•
•

Worked on scripted
Updated storyboard and tried to sort out corrupt images
Worked on treatment

•
•

Updated production report
Worked through call sheets and proof read through appendix
documents
Updated script
Updated script
Updated production report
Went through activity log and counted up hours

W2205/04/2017
W2206/04/2017
EASTER
BREAK
10/04/2017
EASTER
BREAK
13/04/2017
EASTER
BREAK
18/04/2017
EASTER
BREAK
20/04/2017
EASTER
BREAK
21/04/2017
EASTER
BREAK
23/04/2017
EASTER
BREAK
24/04/2017
EASTER
BREAK
28/04/2017

4hrs
Total207
3hrs
Total210
2hrs
Total212
3hrs
Total215
2hrs
Total217
5hrs
Total222
5hrs
Total227
3hrs
Total230
4hrs

Total234

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proof read treatment
Proof read appendix documents
Went through bibliography to check everything was APA and
had correct dates
Tutorial
Updated production report
Proof read script

•
•

Updated storyboard
Made a folder in my appendix for high quality images used in
the storyboard

•
•

Proof read storyboard
Proof read production report and updated slightly

•
•

Began putting all documents for appendix on USB stick
Checked dates and proof read appendix documents

•

Put together main document for online submission; treatment,
storyboard, script, production report, bibliography and activity
log

•
•

Decided to update treatment, storyboard and script
Changed Character A to John Doe to reflect how he could be
anyone and everyone.

•
•

Final changes to production dissertation
Got media production dissertation document ready for online
submission

External Work
I have decided to not include the hours I have done when work shadowing Veracity Digital
as it is external from this project, however, having strengthened and learnt skills from my
experiences with Veracity Digital, with activities similar to my dissertation project I felt it

42
best to include the hours I have worked with them separately. Below I have only included
work that is relatable to my project and skills I have built and used on my production
dissertation.
Date
19/11/2016

Time
3hrs
Total3

Activity
•
•
•

How to set up and allow time to set up equipment correctly
Worked on a project that required me to interview participants
How to set up an interview i.e. where the camera needs to be,
where the interviewer needs to stand, and how to make
participants feel comfortable

26/11/2016

3hrs
Total6

•
•

Worked on camera for documentary project
Learnt what angles are best for particular shots and how
documentaries, even well planned ones, can be significantly
changed by situations that turn out differently than expected,
and how to work around this. Although my project is the
beginning stages of production, this still came in handy for my
photoshoots as it aided my thoughts on alternative methods I
could use if necessary.

08/12/2016

2hrs
Total8

•
•

Going over storyboarding and creative treatments
How and why storyboards do not need to include every single
shot for the final production.
Call sheets

•

20/12/2016

4hrs
Total12

•
•
•
•

Went over storyboards and creative treatments
Worked as a runner for the shoot
Given tips on how to use a steady cam and how to achieve
particular shots
Worked as photographer, captured filming moments

